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Qubies Product Review - Danni

So after having finally gotten my hands on the Qubies tray I can honestly say that I am impressed! No
wonder Qubies have so many awesome testimonials. This product is truly wonderful and what makes it
better is it was the hard work of an Aussie mum!
On first inspection of the Qubies tray I fell in love with the green lid. The tray itself feels really, really
solid and I wondered how hard it would be to get the ice cubes out? On closer inspection I found that the
tray actually has just enough give that you can easily twist it.
I washed my tray as soon as I opened it and read the instructions while it air dried. My first test was
good old water. I made sure that I filled the tray to the fill line. Which after reading the instructions, I
learnt it is the most important step to remember otherwise the tray will not work to the best of its ability.
I found the soft separator lid so easy to put on the tray. I have to admit that I love the ease of just filling
a tray and letting the lid separate the liquid instead of pouring it in the individual tray holes. Not only is
it easy to use but it seals so foreign particles cannot fall into the liquid/puree.
I came back later on it the day and found it nicely frozen. So with one quick tray twist all the cubes were
separated evenly and ready to use. There was no bashing the tray against the bench and loosing ice
cubes when they finally released, onto the floor. Which honestly happens a lot in our house. I was also
impressed by the fact that each cube ended up being a handy 30ml size. I found that the long narrow
design fitted easily in our very full freezer not taking up valuable freezer space.
I decided after my ice test it was time to experiment with different foods and liquids. Since then I have
frozen fruit puree, fruit mash, yoghurt, stock, homemade pesto and even lemon juice. My favourite
would definitely have to be peach puree. I have a tray of peach puree freezing as we speak to pop into
some sparkling mineral water for a special non-alcoholic drink on Australia Day.
Thank you Qubies for this review opportunity. If only I had invested in Qubies earlier. I will definitely
be purchasing some more in the near future. I would like to congratulate Qubies on winning the 2010
Business Women’s Award for Victoria. After using your product it is easy to see why.

